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Abstract

Objectives: To accurately evaluate non-ST-elevated acute
cardiac syndrome (NSTE-ACS), the quality of high-sensitive
cardiac troponin (hs-cTn) assays is of vital importance. The
2020 revision of the NSTE-ACS guideline includes clinical
decision-limits (CDL’s) to both rule-in and rule-out NSTE-ACS
for most commercially available platforms, providing both
0/1 h and 0/2 h delta limits. Our study evaluated whether
laboratories are able to meet the analytical performance
specifications for imprecision (APS) for hs-cTnT.
Methods: Results from external quality assurance (EQA) in
commutable samples were used to evaluate the current and
historic performance of analyzers. The performance of an-
alyzers that either passed or failed to comply with 0/1 h-APS
were used on a real-world dataset of first hs-cTnT-values to
simulate 10.000 samples of t=0, t=1 and t=2 h values with
multiple delta’s for all relevant CDL’s. We compared the
simulated values to the input values to obtain the percentage
of aberrant results simulated.

Results: The majority of analyzers complies with APS for
rule-in in 2022 (0/1 h: 90.4 % and 0/2 h: 100 %), compliance for
the 0/1 h rule-out is still far from optimal (0/1 h: 30.7 %, 0/2 h:
75.4 %), with improving compliance over the past years
(rule-in p=<0.0001, rule-out p=0.011, χ2). Whilst 0/1 h-
APS-passing analyzers have a minute risk to falsely rule-out
patients whom should be ruled-in (0.0001 %), failing per-
formance increases this risk to 2.1 % upon using 0/1 h CDL’s.
Here, adopting 0/2 h CDL’s is favorable (0.01 %).
Conclusions: Laboratories that fail to meet hs-cTnT 0/1 h-
APS should improve their performance to the required and
achievable level. Until performance is reached clinics should
adopt the 0/2 h CDL’s.

Keywords: high-sensitivity cardiac troponin; diagnostic ac-
curacy; analytical performance specifications; clinical
impact; NST-ACS diagnosis; guideline

Introduction

For patients suspected of non ST-segment elevated acute
cardiac syndrome (NSTE-ACS), the measurement and inter-
pretation of high-sensitive cardiac troponin (hs-cTn) is the
cornerstone of current diagnostic protocols [1]. The 2020
European Society for Cardiology (ESC) clinical guideline
states that the adequate clinical intervention for these
patients can be derived by interpreting the hs-cTn concen-
tration at admission together with the delta of its serial
assessment one or 2 h after presentation (Figure 1) [1]. The
absolute and delta clinical decision limits (CDL’s) mentioned
in the 2020-ESC guideline specify at which hs-cTn concen-
trations an NSTE-ACS is to be ruled-in or ruled out, and
depends on the platform used and the time difference
between the serial measurements [1].

For adequate implementation of these CDLs in patient
care, it is vital that the performance of the measurement
procedure stays within the analytical performance specifi-
cations (APS) [2]. For hs-cTn, the APS for imprecision
(followingmentions of APS indicate APS for imprecision) are
relatively strict, firstly because the CDL’s mentioned are in
the low measurement range, just above the limit of
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quantification. Thus, hs-cTn assays are only fit for intended
use if low imprecision is present, which has only become
feasible with the latest generation of hs-cTn assays. Sec-
ondly, the need for strict APS is vital as aberrant clinical
decision-making has serious clinical consequences. On one
hand, incorrect rule-in of NSTE-ACS results in unnecessary,
and potentially harmful treatment, increases caregiver-
workload and exerts stress on the patient and their family
[3]. On the other hand, incorrect rule-out results in with-
holding or delay of adequate NSTE-ACS treatment, thereby
putting patients at risk of increased morbidity and/or mor-
tality [4]. In 2013, an international survey concluded a
consensus among emergency department doctors about a
maximally acceptable false-rule-out rate ofNSTE-ACS patients
of 1 % attributable to hs-cTn measurement imprecision [5].

In a previous study we have evaluated the ability of
laboratories to meet the APS for imprecision for accurate
NSTE-ACS diagnosis by using external quality assurance
(EQA) data [6]. This study showed that, in 2015 and 2016,
18–60 % of laboratories complied with this APS for hs-cTn
[6]. Since then, the ESC guideline was revised in 2020, with
platform- and sampling-frequency specific cut-off values
chosen in order to achieve 99 % clinical sensitivity for both
0/1 h and 0/2 h sampling time-points [1]. A critical difference
between the 0/1 h and 0/2 h protocol are the consequences
for required laboratory performance; the 0/2 h algorithm
utilizes larger delta values compared to the 0/1 h algorithm
(Figure 1), which allows for more lenient APS. Here, we used
external quality assurance (EQA) data to investigate compli-
ance with the ESC-2020-associated APS for imprecision with

high-sensitivity measurement procedures and the resulting
impact on NSTE-ACS associated clinical-decision making by
modeling the imprecision on real-world patient data.

Materials and methods

Determining analyzer performance using external
quality assurance data

As laboratories monitor their analytical performance by participating
in EQA ring trials, the retrospective evaluation of these data is valuable
and legit to establish the analytical performance of hs-cTn analyzers.
We collected the EQA data from sample results of the years 2016–2022
from the Dutch EQA organizer (Foundation for Quality Assurance
in Laboratory Medicine, Stichting Kwaliteitsbewaking Medische Lab-
oratoriumdiagnostiek, short SKML). The EQA scheme of cardiac
markers consists of 24 samples in the form of 12 blinded duplicates,
which are prepared by pooling selected patient material [7]. In that
program laboratories measure new EQA samples every two weeks. We
included all data of hs-cTnT samples with a concentration at or below
the direct rule-in threshold of 52 ng/L. We excluded administrative
outliers, whereas analytical outliers without a known cause of bias
were included in the data. Unfortunately, the limited number of hs-
cTnI assay users (<10 users for the individualmethods) was insufficient
to allow statistically robust statements on their performance, and
therefore the current evaluation is limited to hs-cTnT, only provided
by Roche diagnostics.

The analytical performance was established per analyzer by
adopting the multi sample evaluation (MUSE)-system of the SKML in
simplified form [8]. Per year of participation in the EQA scheme, the
imprecision of each analyzer is obtained by summing the residuals of a
linear fit between the sample and the mean obtained value per method
consensus group. For rule-in and rule-out, the residuals of samples
within the relevant concentration ranges (i.e., <3–12 ng/L for rule-out
and <3–52 ng/L for rule-in) were summed and divided by the degrees of
freedom. The square root of these sums results in a standard deviation
per analyzerwith respect to the relevant concentration range for rule-in
and rule-out.

The allowable performance specifications (APS) for imprecision of
hs-cTn assays is derived by solving the delta change of rule-in and rule-
out in the formula for reference change value (RCV, Eq. (1)). Herein, we
utilized absolute standard deviation as the delta limits mentioned are
absolute units. The within-person biological variation component (SDi)
was derived from relative CVi data-studies in healthy subjects with
sampling points around 1–2 h ([9–11], in meta-analysis of [12]), and was
estimated to be 0.7 ng/L. A Z-value of 2.33 is appropriate to estimate a
one-sided increase with 99 % certainty. Upon dividing the delta CDL’s
with the square root of two times 2.33, the APS for rule-in and rule-out of
respectively 1.4 ng/L and 0.6 ng/L for 0/1 h sampling-points, and 3.0 ng/L
and 1.0 ng/L for 0/2 h sampling-points were obtained. The imprecision
estimates based on the residuals from regression were compared to the
APS to determine whether analyzers complied with rule-in and rule-out
APS for 0/1 h and/or 0/2 h.

Reference ChangeValue(RCV) = ̅
2

√
× Z ×

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
SD2

a + SD2
i

√
(1)

Figure 1: Clinical pathway of patient with a suspected NST-ACS. a. Upon
the first measurement, a NST-ACS can be ruled out if the hs-cTnT value is
lower than 5 ng/L, and ruled-in if hs-cTnT of t=0 exceeds 52 ng/L. b.
Patients that cannot be ruled-in or out are sampled at timepoint t=1 h or
t=2 h. The delta value between 0 and 1 h or 2 h is calculated. Patients with
an initial hs-cTnT below 12 or 14 ng/L and a delta lower than 3 or 4 ng/L
can be ruled out, and patients with a delta higher than 5 or 10 ng/L can be
ruled in. Patients that do not fit into any of these categories are observed
longer.
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Evaluating impact of imprecision on clinical decision-
making with hs-cTnT by simulating imprecision on
patient data

The impact of imprecision of hs-cTnT measurements on clinical
decision-making was evaluated by modeling its impact on real patient
data. To specify the input for thatmodeling, wefirst determined how the
imprecision behaves as a function of the concentration (i.e., the preci-
sion profile). Two precision profiles were determined using duplicate
variation data by generating two datasets: (1) PASS-APS was determined
by using duplicate samples with a variance below the sample-median
variance and (2) FAIL-APS was determined using the 25 % of samples
with the highest duplicate standard deviation. For both datasets, a
second-degree polynomic function was derived that predicted the
variation per duplicate EQA sample as a function of the mean value of
the duplicate samples (Supplementary 1). The PASS-APS and FAIL-APS
precision profiles were subsequently used to model 10.000 t=0 mea-
surements in-silico of a real-world patient dataset.

The patient data was derived from patients administered to the
Amphia hospital, Breda, The Netherlands in the period from the 1st of
January to the 26th of September 2022. All patient results were analyzed
anonymously, for which we obtained a statement from the medical
research ethnics committee from the board of directors of Amphia hos-
pital, Breda, The Netherlands. The simulation was done by using exclu-
sively the first hs-cTnT value obtained per patient. In the simulation, we
assume that these values are a proxy for the ‘true’ value of each patient.

We evaluated the proportion of simulations that would result in
aberrant clinical decisions in comparison to the original patient value by
comparing the obtained results of the simulation with the absolute
CDL’s of the t=0 timepoint. Due to measurement uncertainty, four types
of clinical errors can occur: (1) patients that are clinically observed
which should be ruled-in (2) patients that are ruled-in which should be
clinically observed (3) patients that are ruled-out which should be
clinically observed and (4) patients that are held under observationwho
should be ruled-out. As no data was available for hs-cTnT values below
5 ng/L, no numeric hs-cTnT results were available tomodel the impact of
analytical imprecision on error 4. We did evaluate clinical errors 1–3 by
establishing the proportion of simulations that would be clinically
misclassified in comparison to the ‘true’ value.

Simulations that resulted in ‘observation’ were subsequently
modeled further to evaluate the effect of the PASS-APS and FAIL-APS
precision on the misclassification rates for the multiple clinical
decisions that are indicated by the 0/1 h and/or 0/2 h delta CDL’s. We
simulated 10.000measurements of both a t=1 h and t=2 h samplewith the
imprecision of PASS-APS and FAIL-APS, using multiple delta values to
evaluate the all clinical decisions possible. Empirical delta values of 0, 4
and 6 ng/L were used for the 1 h measurement, whereas delta values of
0, 9 and 11 ng/L for the 2 h measurement were used. The simulated 0/1 h
and 0/2 h delta values were compared to the ESC-2020 CDL’s (Figure 1) to
determine the proportion of simulations that were ruled-in, observed,
or ruled-out. A delta of 0 ng/L should lead to rule out in case of an t=0
hs-cTn value <12 or <14 ng/L (for resp. 0/1 h or 0/2 h). If initial hs-cTn
values are above these limits, the intended clinical decision is to observe.
The delta values of 4 and 9 ng/L (resp. for 0/1 h and 0/2 h) should result in
the clinical decision to observe, whereas delta values of 6 and 11 ng/L
(resp. for 0/1 h and 0/2 h) should result in the clinical decision to rule-in.
The misclassification rate was evaluated by determining the proportion
of simulated clinical decisions that were incongruent with the intended
clinical decision of the input delta’s.

Statistical analysis

The analyses were done in R version 4.1.3, using packages tidyverse 1.3.2
and data.table version 1.14.2 [13]. For the modeling of imprecision, we set
the seed to 357. For thedeterminationof statistical significance inanalytical
compliance rates over the years, a chi-squared test was performed.

Results

EQA performance of hs-cTnT analyzers

In 2022, 61 laboratories participated in the EQA scheme of
cardiac markers with 114 analyzers with hs-cTnT. In 2022, six
duplicate sample sets had a relevant concentration with
respect to the ESC-2020-CDLs and were included in the eval-
uation. The performance of participating analyzers was
assessed by evaluating the imprecision in the relevant
concentration range for rule-in and rule-out (Figure 2). For
rule-in, 90.4 and 100% of the Roche analyzers complied with
the APS of the 0/1 h algorithm and 0/2 h algorithm respec-
tively. In contrast, for rule-out, 4.4 % of analyzers did not send
in adequate information to determine the performance. Of
the remaining 109 analyzers for which compliance could be
assessed, only 30.7 % complied with 0/1 h, whereas the per-
formance to the 0/2 h algorithm was more adequate (75.4 %).

Figure 2: Analytical performance of hs-cTnT from analyzers in 2021. The
number of analyzers that comply or fail with the 0/1 h and/or 0/2 h al-
gorithm are depicted for a. Rule-in APS, and b. Rule-out APS. The allow-
able 0/1 h performance is shown as black line, whereas 0/2 h is shown as
gray dotted line. Analyzers passing the rule-in and rule-out APS for 0/1 h
were indicated in green, analyzers failing 0/1 h but passing 0/2 h in yellow,
whereas analyzers failing 0/2 h are indicated in red.
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We evaluated whether the hs-cTnT performance of
Roche analyzers derived from the 2022 EQA data is repre-
sentative for historical performance of these laboratories by
establishing the share of analyzers that comply with 0/1 h
and 0/2 h rule-in and rule-out APS over the period from 2016
to 2022 (Figure 3). In comparison to the data of van derHagen
et al., our data shows similar compliance for rule-in, and
lower compliance for rule-out. For both rule-in as rule-out,
an increase in the proportion of analyzers that perform
within the APS is observed over the years (chi-squared
p-values of resp. 0.011 and <0.0001 for rule-in and rule-out).
In 2017, 79.2 % of analyzers met the 0/1 h APS for rule-in, vs.
90.4 % in 2022. For rule-out, we note that the proportion of
analyzers with no results ranges over the years (4.4–29.0 %,
17.8 % in 2017). Of the analyzers that did send in results in the
rule-out range, 12.0 and 60.2 % met 0/1 h and 0/2 h APS in
2017. Taken together, while we note a trend for improved
performance of hs-cTnT to near-full compliance for rule-in,
for rule-out still such a trend is missing with a substantial
proportion of analyzers still fails to meet 0/1 h APS.

hs-cTnT assays performance in patients
based on absolute cut-off

The consequences associated withmeeting or failing the APS
on the absolute cut-off levels were further investigated using
a modeling approach with real-world patient data. In total,
3,289 unique hs-cTnT patient results were used for the

simulation (Figure 4). Per hs-cTnT result, 10.000 estimates
were modeled using the precision-profile of PASS-APS and
FAIL-APS, and established the misclassification rates rela-
tive to the original patient value. Three types of misclassifi-
cation were investigated (1) patients are clinically observed
which should be ruled-in (2) patients that are ruled-in which
should be clinically observed and (3) patients that are ruled-
outwhich should be clinically observed. For all three types of
misclassification, failing to meet 0/1 h APS resulted in higher
misclassification rates (Table 1). In a 0/1 h APS-passing
system, 1.1 % of patients are observed instead of ruled-in (vs.
2.2 % if the analyzer fails 0/1 h APS), 0.2 % are ruled-in
instead of observed (vs. 0.4 % for failing 0/1 h APS), and 1.0 %
are ruled-out instead of observed (vs. 5.1 % for failing 0/1 h
APS). Thus, while in a 0/1 h APS-compliant system the main
risk is a delay to rule-in, if 0/1 h APS fails the main risk is that
patients are prematurely ruled out.

hs-cTnT assays performance in patients
based on delta cut-off

Next, the effects of passing or failing the APS on misclassi-
fication rates associated with delta values are evaluated by
modeling a second time-sample for both the 0/1 h and 0/2 h
timepoints. Using both the PASS-APS and FAIL-APS precision
profile, delta values of 0, 4 and 6 ng/L were modeled for the
0/1 h system, whereas for the 0/2 h system delta values of 0, 9
and 11 ng/L were modeled. Since 90 % of all patients in the

Figure 3: Proportion of analyzers that comply or
fail with rule-in (A) and rule-out (B), as a func-
tion of time over the years.
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original data set had a delta below 12 ng/L (with 80.7 %
having a delta <5 ng/L and 21.3 % a delta of 0 ng/L), the results
of our simulation are relevant for a significant part of all
patients. The misclassification rate was evaluated by deter-
mining the proportion of simulated clinical decisions that
were incongruent with the intended clinical decision of the
input delta upon comparing all delta values to the CDL’s
mentioned in the ESC-2020 guideline (Figure 1).

The clinical misclassification with most adverse effects
is when patients that are supposed to be ruled-in are ruled-
out. With adequate performance (PASS-APS), it is highly
unlikely that patients are incorrectly ruled-out when 0/1 h
CDL’s are used (Table 2, Δ6 ng/L: 0.0001 %). However, upon
modeling failing performance, we note a percentage as high
as 2.1 % of patients requiring NSTE-ACS intervention would
have been inadvertently ruled-out based on hs-cTnT. On the
contrary, the 0/2 h algorithm was less affected by failing
analytical performance (Table 2, Δ11 ng/L), as in this simu-
lation 0.01 % of the to-be-ruled-in patients would have been
ruled-out.

Next to falsely ruling-out an NSTE-ACS, the risk of other
clinical errors are increased if 0/1 h CDL’s are used in

APS-failing systems (Table 2). Patients could be temporarily
withheld from treatment as patients are observed instead of
ruled-in (Table 2, Δ6 ng/L: 6.7 vs. 25.0 %). Additionally,
patients that are ought to be observed have higher risk to be
preliminarily ruled-out (Table 2, Δ0 ng/L: 1.8 vs. 3.3 %,
Δ4 ng/L: 1.1 vs. 10.4 %), or pre-emptively ruled-in (Table 2, Δ0
ng/L: 0.07 vs. 6.5 %). Taken together, failing to meet 0/1 h APS
negatively affects the ability to make consistently correct
clinical decisions.

In comparison, the misclassification rates associated
with the 0/2 h algorithm are less profoundly impacted if the
analyzer fails to meet the 0/1 h APS as opposed to using 0/1 h
CDL’s (Table 2). Patients that are close to the rule-in CDL are
less likely to be incorrectly ruled-out (Table 2, Δ9 ng/L: 0.28,
vs. Δ4 ng/L: 10.4 %). Patients with a delta of 0 ng/L that ought
to be observed are less likely to be ruled-in pre-emptively
upon the use of the 0/2 h CDL’s (Table 2, Δ0 ng/L: 0.09 vs.
6.5 %). Furthermore, patients with a delta of 0 ng/L that
ought to be ruled-out are less likely to be held under pro-
longed observation (Table 2, Δ0 ng/L: 13.7 vs. 24.2 %), or
falsely ruled-in (Table 2, Δ0 ng/L: 0.001 vs. 3.4 %). Thus, the
0/2 h algorithm is more robust against clinical errors due to
insufficient analytical performance.

Discussion

Taken together, we show that laboratories using hs-cTnT are
increasingly able to comply with the APS as set by the 0/1 h
ESC-guideline for the diagnosis or rule-out of NST-ACS.

Figure 4: Distribution of hs-cTnT values used in the model, with absolute
cut-off limits shown in black for 0/1 h, whereas the gray dotted line shows
the 0/2 h limit for delta rule-out. 9.2 % of the total population had a
cardiac troponin value >100 ng/L.

Table : Misclassification rates for clinical decisions associatedwith t= h
NST-ACS, where the proportion of misclassified patients are displayed as
percentages. The intended decision is displayed in green, whereas the
decision made is displayed in red.

Table : The proportion ofmisclassified patients with the / h and / h
algorithm uponmodeling three delta’s (,  and  ng/L for / h and , 
and  ng/L for / h). Per row, the specific misclassification and propor-
tion of patient simulations misclassified are shown as percentages. Per-
centages in the last column indicate with a green background for
FAIL-APS if the adoption of the / h CDL reduces themisclassification risk
to <% in comparison to the / h CDL with the same suboptimal per-
formance. The intended decision is displayed in green, whereas the de-
cision made is displayed in red.
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However, our modeling approach showed that the effect of
inadequate performance is an unacceptable rise in false
rule-out of patients that should have been ruled in (0.0001 vs.
2.1 %), a rate above the predetermined allowable <1 %
missing rate as determined by expert emergency depart-
ment doctor consensus [5]. For laboratories that fail to meet
0/1 h APS, adopting the newly introduced 0/2 h algorithm
substantially reduces the risk of falsely ruling-out NSTE-ACS-
patients based on hs-cTnT. Thus, to ensure adequate patient
care and outcome, it is of vital importance to monitor both
rule-in and rule-out performance of laboratories, with clear
communication to clinicians who rely on the accuracy of the
hs-cTn assays of their laboratory. Unfortunately, not all
misclassifications can be reduced by adopting the 0/2 h-
version, which necessitates laboratories to remain vigilant
for aberrant performance and eager for improving perfor-
mance until APS are met.

Our study makes use of external quality assurance
(EQA) data, which is both a strength and a limitation of this
study. The advantage of using EQA over data from com-
mercial internal quality control (IQC) sample data is the
possibility to assess performance of a large number of lab-
oratories using results of materials that are in our case
commutable and thereby representative for patient samples,
which is not guaranteed for commercial IQC samples [14].
The downside of using EQA is that EQA is measured at lower
frequency than IQC and thus the estimates of imprecision
reflect the long-term imprecision. For patients, the hourly
variation is the most pivotal source of variation that affects
clinical decision making. However, we have compared the
derived imprecisions from our study to the uncertainty as
obtained by IQC (data not shown) and found similar
imprecision rates. Thus, as sources of imprecision with a
larger amplitude in timing contain all the variations that
varymore frequently [15], the fact that daily and two-weekly
evaluation of imprecision result in the similar estimates
allows for the hypothesis that the hourly variation will take
up a notable proportion of the imprecisions as evaluated by
EQA.

Another limitation may be the lack of our knowledge on
how individual laboratories apply our EQA material to
generate the results which they send to us. Whereas most
laboratories use thematerial to establish the performance of
a single analyzer, other labs may participate as a so called
virtual analyzer by presenting each EQA-sample to a
different analyzer within a round (Survey 2021, data not
shown) resulting laboratory performance rather than
analyzer performance. Consequently, the between-analyzer
variation is incorporated into the estimation of analytical
imprecision. In clinical practice, the t=0 and t=1/2 h samples
could be presented on different analyzers and thus the

between-analyzer variation can augment the misclassifica-
tion of patients. Laboratories should be aware of this risk
and mitigate it with local performance specifications suit-
able for their local procedures. Taken together, the analyt-
ical performance as established by EQA is a good, but not
perfect estimate of the hourly variability present in routine
patient samples.

Furthermore, our study has certain assumptions in the
modeling approach which should be mentioned. Our model
assumes an a + bx + cx2 precision profile and assumes that
the clinical decisions associated with the delta samples are
solely based on the delta thresholds mentioned in the
guideline. In the interpretation of our data, we assume that a
patientwith a delta of 6 ng/L at 1 h has a delta of 11 ng/L at 2 h,
which are both 1 unit above the respective CDL’s. In practice,
the increase in hs-cTnT may not be as straightforward, but
the model does reflect the most stringent and critical situa-
tion. Since 28.9 % of all patients in our original data set had a
delta in one of these worst-case scenarios, the misclassifi-
cation rates obtained by the model cannot be trivialized.
Additionally, we apply one-sided statistical analyses that
judges the effect of either an increase or decrease, whereas
the ESC-guideline could be interpreted to note the deltas as a
‘change’ (with undetermined direction) and consequently
requiring a two-sided estimation of the reference change
value. We feel that the clinical question in regards to an
increase in hs-cTn is different from a decrease, as the former
is suspected when patients present themselves rapidly to the
ER upon noticing severe chest pain, whereas a decrease
would be noted if a patient would have had an NSTE-ACS
more than one day prior to presentation to the ER. The ESC
guideline could benefit from incorporating this mindset into
a future revision resulting in unequivocal wording about
increase and/or decrease rather than change. In the mean-
time, the local implementation of the ESC-2020 guideline
may vary between hospitals, and anymodel is unable to take
this into account. Moreover, the specific cut-off values and
deltas that are taken up in the ESC-2020 guideline have been
debated as the thresholds mentioned in the current guide-
line was predominantly derived by a single group of
investigators [16]. However, we have followed the CDL’s of
the ESC-2020 guideline to evaluate misclassifications asso-
ciated with failing or meeting APS whilst utilizing the CDLs
mentioned there. Any future CDL’s that are (to be) estab-
lished are ideally done so using a multi-centered approach,
wherein the CDL’s established should be compared to the
analytical performance to evaluate the impact of analytical
performance on clinical decisions made.

Lastly, we acknowledge that the choice of the number
used for the hourly CVi used may in practice be different.
Whilst we find the estimate of 0.7 adequate in terms of the
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used studies, they are based on historical data and have not
been re-established since. Considering the diurnal pattern
of hs-cTnT [9] and the improved analytical performance
over time, a re-establishment of short-term biological
variation with sampling points <2 h could alter the nu-
merical results of our RCV calculations, but not the conclu-
sion of this paper: adequate performance allows for correct
utility of the ESC-2020 0/1 h algorithm, whereas inadequate
performance impedes the ability of ED-clinicians to
adequately triage patients. Herein, application of the 0/2 h
algorithm can improve decision-making while the labora-
tory works on improving its performance.

An unfortunate aspect of the current decision system is
the rounding of hs-cTn values. Although it is good laboratory
practice to round results adequately, rounding becomes
problematic for low hs-cTn values that get incorporated into
the calculation of the delta. We would suggest that the
original unrounded raw troponin values from the labora-
tory instruments would be used in the calculation of the
delta instead of the already rounded values. For example, the
delta between two troponin values of 5.3 and 6.6 is 1.3 which
would rule out the patient, but rounding these values to 5
and 7 results in a delta of two, which would not rule out the
patient. Laboratories could help in this process by reporting
the delta based on unrounded results together with rounded
absolute values of the second troponin result (either 1 or 2 h
after the first). Submitting unrounded results would at least
be beneficial for EQA organizers as performance can more
adequately be established.

The results of this study should motivate laboratories
to monitor their performance of their hs-cTn assay for both
rule-in and rule-out performance specifications and to
engage in conversation with their requesters regarding the
utilization of hs-cTnT measurements. Analytical perfor-
mance is not just a theoretical laboratory-focused concept
of essentialism, but has severe clinical decision impact,
making it about consequentialism. It should encourage EQA
providers to select sample concentrations per type of
platform fit to assess this performance based on unrounded
results and give insight into specific rule-in and rule-out
performance and IVD-manufacturers to engage in post-
marketing surveillance. Moreover, we advocate a dialog
between cardiologists, emergency department doctors,
and laboratories about using the 0/1 h or 0/2 h version of
the ESC-2020 guideline. This implies a close collaboration
between all to ensure adequate patient safety when
measuring minute concentrations of molecules with major
adversity resulting from getting results in the ‘wrong’
category.

It is important to realize that NSTE-ACS-associated
clinical decision-making may also be carried out using serial
measurements of high-sensitive cardiac troponin I (hs-cTnI)
measurements [1]. Unfortunately, the distribution of ana-
lyzers in our EQA-scheme left us with insufficient users to
evaluate the impact of failing analytical performance on
clinical decision-making. Whilst the quantitative effect of
failing performance on the magnitude of clinical error may
be different for each hs-cTnI platform, similar conclusions
could be anticipated for hs-cTnI.We endorse future research
endeavors that utilize our methodology to elucidate the
relationship between analytical performance and clinical
decision-making using hs-cTnI data.

As the medical scientific community acquires more
evidence regarding the prognostic relevance of hs-cTn
measurements, we should note that any clinical decision-
limit that may come out of future studies should be accom-
panied by clear APS which requires cardiologists to invite
clinical chemists to participate in their guideline develop-
ment to provide knowledge on the analytical performance
and its sources of variation [3, 4, 17–19]. The same applies to
evidence regarding the relationship between hs-cTn con-
centration and risk of (cardiac) death after (cardiac) surgery
[20, 21], and the possible stratification of clinical decision-
limits based on sex, kidney function, body mass index, life-
style, and the use of decision-limits that are inferred by the
exact time difference between the serial troponin mea-
surements [22–26].

Our study shows that indirect modeling approaches can
be used to elucidate the effects of real-world APS on clinical
decision-making. Reversely, the simulation approach can be
adopted to calculate the APS based on the patient data and
clinical acceptable limit (in our case <1 % misclassification
from rule-in to rule-out). We have carried out this exercise,
which revealed that the previously mentioned imprecision
of 0.9 ng/L for 0/1 h and 1.2 ng/L for 0/2 h were sufficient in
meeting these criteria. We note that as many laboratories
utilize coefficients of variation, the APS in terms of CV should
be calculated for the concentration of the IQC material used.
Previous studies have indicated that adopting a low level QC
material near the limit of detection aids in maintaining
adequate performance [27].

In conclusion, our study shows that while most labora-
tories comply (and are increasingly complying) with the
strict APS associated with using 0/1 h CDL’s in the evaluation
of NST-ACS, the effects of not meeting these specifications
are substantial. While compliant laboratories have a minute
chance to produce results that cause a rule-out of patients that
should be ruled-in, failing tomeet the analytical requirements
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increases this misclassification-rate above an acceptable level
of 1 %. The implementation of the 0/2 h algorithm can drasti-
cally reduce the misclassification rates in analyzers that are
unable to perform with 0/1 h performance specifications.
However, for an adequate implementation of the 0/2 h al-
gorithm, an active dialog between the laboratory and car-
diology and emergency department specialists is vital.
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